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Sum-up: New monochrome printers for the
small-to-medium-sized workgroups.
OKI has recently debuted several new monochrome single-function printers and MFPs
intended for offices that don’t require color
printing. Among those devices are the
B412dn ($199) and B432dn ($349). The
B412dn prints at up to 35ppm, while the
B432dn prints at up to 42ppm. First-page-out
time is 5 seconds and 4.5 seconds for the
B412dn and B432dn, respectively. Monthly
duty cycle is 60,000 pages for the B412dn and
80,000 pages for the B432dn.

tridges. Using the high-capacity cartridge, we
estimate the cost per page to be 1.7 cents. On
the other hand, the B432dn has an extra-highcapacity (12,000 pages) cartridge that drives
the cost per page lower – in this case, 1.4
cents.

The B412dn and B432dn are affordable,
compact printers that are intended for offices
that need to do a lot of printing but not in
color. We especially like the environmental
features and low total operating costs. We give
these printers our Editor’s Choice Award.
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Both devices have a 667MHz processor,
3GB memory, and 2.5GB flash storage memory. PCL is standard for both models, while
the B432dn includes standard PostScript.
Other printer languages include PDF, XPS,
IBM ProPrinter, and Epson FX. USB and
Gigabit Ethernet is standard. Wi-Fi connectivity is optional. Both machines also support
mobile printing, such as Google Cloud
Print™, AirPrint™ for Apple iOS, and OKI®
Mobile Print app for Android. There is also
the Encrypted Secure Print function.
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Standard paper handling is a 250-sheet tray
and a 100-sheet multi-purpose tray. OKI
offers an optional 530-sheet tray ($183.99) for
a maximum capacity of 880 sheets.
Duplexing is standard. Paper output is 150
sheets (face-down).
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In addition to duplex printing, the devices
have strong environmental features, such as
Deep Sleep and Quiet Modes, as well as Auto
Power Off (unit is shut down after a long period of inactivity).

The B412dn and B432dn have excellent
cost-per-page figures. For the B412dn, you
can purchase either the standard (3,000
pages) or high-capacity (7,000 pages) car-
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OKI B432dn - Affordable and compact printer for
the small-to-medium workgroups.
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Vendor Profile
OKI Data Americas, headquartered in Mount Laurel, NJ,
and a subsidiary of OKI Data Corporation of Japan, markets
PC peripheral equipment and customized solutions under the
OKI® brand, including digital color and monochrome printers and multifunction products, serial impact dot matrix
printers, thermal label and POS printers, as well as a full line
of options, accessories and consumables. OKI Data
Americas serves the graphic arts and production and specialty printing markets with the OKI proColor Series digital production printers. In addition, its Multimedia Production
Platform category of production-quality A3 color devices
meets a wide-range of graphic arts and commercial printing
needs. Utilizing Genuine OKI toner ensures consistent, reliable and high-quality output that maximizes performance.
OKI Data offers a broad portfolio of products built to optimize managed print engagements. OKI Data Americas takes
a consultative approach to supporting every customer's needs
and delivering individualized print solutions that optimize
business performance. The company's innovative technology
is backed by Tokyo-based parent company OKI Electric
Industry, a leader in telecom, infrastructure and mechatronics systems; and an approximately $4.7 billion multinational
corporation according to its FY 2013 financial reporting.
Keeping its customers' needs top of mind, OKI Data
Americas is ISO 9001:2008 certified and offers a selection of
ENERGY STAR certified products.
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